


UNIQUE & ELITE 
Only the most delightful & 
creative snacks from across  
the nation are included.

CUSTOMIZE IT ALL
Brand the box, brand the 
products, brand the experience.

LIGHTER, FASTER, SIMPLER
One-piece minimums, 3-day 
turnaround, zero setup fees.
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The Easy Way



TRAILBLAZER RISE & SHINE SWEET & SMOOTH
A full-flavor experience for the refined 

tastemaker. Classic snacks with a modern spin are 
accompanied by practical, trendy tools. 

Getting out of bed has never been this appealing. 
Delicious breakfast treats with designer kitchen 

accessories provided.

A vintage pairing with modern twists throughout. 
Uniquely flavored versions of your childhood favorites 

packaged in a practical, on-trend cooler bag.
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HELLO THERE SPEAKEASY ROAD TRIP
Place this in an open-plan o�ce and watch the crowd 
gather. Delicious for a new hire welcome packet, boss 

appreciation gift, or employee-of-the-month prize.

Slide the secret panel on the box to gain exclusive 
access to the dark & rich flavors and classy, matte 

black products waiting within. 

The perfect kit to ride shotgun. Hit the road with 
easy-access snacks packed with salty goodness 
and a game-changing drive-thru sauce holder.
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YAY, YOU! COOKIES & CRUMBS SCOOPS & SPRINKLES
It’s celebration time! Bright, colorful, fun food and 
products designed to make you smile. Ice-cream 

not included, but you might not notice.

We advise you lock the door behind you before 
opening the box. Unbelievable flavors crafted by 

the country’s finest cookie aficionados.

The most delicious excuse to buy ice-cream.  
Designer sprinkles, cones, and sauces, assembled to 

create the most spectacular scoops around town.
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SUGAR RUSH TEA TIME SNACK ATTACK
The sweetest gift imaginable. Sugar’s greatest hits: 

to�ee, sprinkles, cotton candy all imaginatively 
flavored and packaged for your sweet tooth utopia. 

Pinkies up ol’ chap. Quaint, natural flavors and 
divine scents will enrich even the most regal of 

palettes. Simply, splendid.

The snacking nuclear option. Our best snacks united  
for momentous sharing occasions. Vast flavor ranges 

make this a guaranteed crowd pleaser.
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MOVIE NIGHT MIX N’  MATCH
Blockbuster popcorn flavors you won’t find anywhere 

else wrapped in a beautiful, midnight glitz box. Get 
comfy and upgrade your movie experience.

These sampler batches let the food do all the talking. 
If you’re not sure which batch is right for you, start 

here and dive into the finest foods in gifting.
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More
�ts

Coming 
Soon!

WANT A CUSTOM BOX?
Contact us for a custom designed box

or a custom assortment of snacks.
We can make it happen!
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419-281-4762 • 800-670-7479

advantagemkt.com


